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Abstract
This paper describes a technique for controlling voice quality of
synthetic speech using multiple regression hidden semi-Markov
model (HSMM). In the technique, we assume that the mean vec-
tors of output and state duration distribution of HSMM are mod-
eled by multiple regression with a parameter vector called voice
quality control vector. We first choose three features for control-
ling voice qualities, that is, “smooth voice – nonsmooth voice,”
“warm – cold,” “high-pitched – low-pitched,” and then we at-
tempt to control voice quality of synthetic speech for these fea-
tures. From the results of several subjective tests, we show that
the proposed technique can change these features of voice quality
intuitively.
Index Terms: HMM-based speech synthesis, voice quality con-
trol, multiple regression HMM, HSMM.

1. Introduction
To obtain easily desired voice quality of synthetic speech, it is
more desirable that we can control voice quality intuitively based
on linguistic expressions of voice quality, such as “brightness,”
“softness,” and “warmth,” rather than operate the physical features,
such as fundamental frequency (F0), formant, and spectrum. In
an HMM-based speech synthesis system, voice characteristics of
synthesized speech can be easily changed by transforming HMM
parameters [1],[2], and an eigenvoice technique [3] has been pro-
posed for controlling voice quality. In the eigenvoice technique,
a number of speaker dependent HMM sets are represented by a
few parameters obtained by using principal component analysis
(PCA), and one can define an arbitrary voice quality by setting a
few parameters, i.e., weights for the eigenvoices. However, the
eigenvoice technique has a problem that, in general, each axis of
the eigenspace does not represent specific physical meaning, and
therefore, it is not easy to control desired voice quality intuitively.

On the other hand, we have proposed an alternative technique
for controlling HMM parameters based on multiple regression
HMM (MRHMM) [4], more specifically, we can control HMM
parameters according to a specified axis which represents a certain
feature. In [4], we showed that we can change emotional expres-
sions and/or speaking styles of the synthesized speech intuitively
by specifying the intensity of a desired style represented in a low-
dimensional space. Furthermore, we have proposed multiple re-
gression hidden semi-Markov model (MRHSMM) [5], which en-
ables us to control not only output distributions for spectral and F0
but also state duration distributions for phone duration [6].

In this paper, we apply the MRHSMM-based technique to con-
trolling voice quality of synthetic speech. “Voice quality” is a term
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has wide meaning [7],[8], and we use the term voice quality
iosyncratic features, in other words, physiological differences
een speakers. We first choose some features for controlling
e quality in accordance with the result of subjective evaluation
peech database, and define a low-dimensional control vector
d voice quality control vector whose component represents
degree or intensity of a certain feature of voice quality. Then
generate speech by using MRHSMM-based speech synthesis
em. From the results of subjective tests, we show that we can
rol the impression of voice qualities of the synthesized speech
me extent.

Multiple Regression HSMM-Based Speech
Synthesis

Multiple Regression HSMM

we briefly review the multiple regression HSMM [5]. HSMM
s an extension of HMM and has output and state duration prob-
ty distributions at each state. We assume that each speech syn-
is unit is modeled by an N -state HSMM λ. We also assume
the i-th state output bi(o) and duration distributions pi(d) are
ssian distributions characterized by mean vector μi and diag-
covariance matrixΣi, and meanmi and variance σ2

i , respec-
y,

bi(o) = N (o; μi, Σi) (1)

pi(d) = N (d; mi, σ
2
i ). (2)

In MRHSMM, we further assume that the mean parameters
e output and duration distributions at each state are modeled
g multiple regression as

μi =Hbiξ (3)

mi =Hpiξ (4)

re

ξ = [1, v1, v2, · · · , vL]� = [1, v�]� (5)

v is the control vector, which is a low-dimensional vector
se component vk represents the degree or intensity of a cer-
feature in voice quality. In addition, Hbi and Hpi are
(L + 1)- and 1 × (L + 1)-dimensional multiple regression
ices, andM is the dimensionality of μi. Then the probability
ibution functions at state i are given by

bi(o) =N (o; Hbiξ,Σi) (6)

pi(d) =N (d; Hpiξ, σ2
i ). (7)
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When training data {O(1), · · · , O(K)} and corresponding
control vectors {v(1), · · · , v(K)} are given, we can estimate the
parameters of MRHSMM, Hbi ,Σi, Hpi , and σ2

i , in ML sense
by using EM algorithm. The derivation of re-estimation formulas
can be found in [5].

2.2. System Overview

A block diagram of a multiple regression HSMM-based speech
synthesis system is shown in Fig. 1. The system consists of two
stages, the training stage and the synthesis stage.

In the training stage, we first train context-dependent HSMMs
without context clustering for respective speakers independently.
Then we apply a shared decision tree context clustering (STC)
technique [10] to these models to construct a common tree struc-
ture for all speakers. Finally, we obtain a single model with the
common tree structure for all speakers by incorporating a voice
quality control vector into the re-estimation procedure based on
the EM algorithm.

In the synthesis stage, we transform an arbitrarily given text
into a sequence of context-dependent phoneme labels, and spec-
ify the value of the voice quality control vector corresponding to
a desired voice quality. In accordance with the label sequence and
voice quality control vector, mean vectors of PDFs of the model
are determined by (3) and (4). Finally, a speech parameter se-
quence is generated from pdf sequences.

3. Experiments
3.1. Choice of Voice Quality Control Vector

As for the training data of MRHSMM, it is desirable to use a
database which has variations in voice quality to some extent.
On the other hand, since we train the context dependent HSMMs
for each speaker in the training stage, it is also desirable that the
amount of training data should be large, for example, a few hun-
dred utterances for each speaker. As a consequence, we used the
ATR Japanese speech database (Set B) uttered by 6 male (mho,
mht, mmy, msh, mtk, and myi) as the training data, and we at-
tempted to control the feature of the voice quality among those
speakers.

In order to choose a voice quality control vector, we first col-
lected expression words which express the features of voice qual-
ity subjectively by means of questionnaires. The test samples were
the recorded speech uttered by six male speakers included in the
database. The ATR database sentences consist of ten subsets —
subsets A, B, . . . , and J, and ten test sentences were chosen for
each subject at random from the subset J of 53 sentences. Three
subjects were presented with a sample chosen from six speakers
in random order, and described their impressions freely about the
features of voice quality of the test sample. The number of descrip-
tions was from three to five in each sample. In addition, as the
examples of the description, some pairs of the expression words
which were introduced in [11], [12] were shown.

We obtained a total of 367 descriptions. From the result of
the questionnaires, the voice characteristics of these speakers were
not much different, and we could not find completely independent
control features. However, we considered frequencies in the use
of the description among speakers and similarity in expression,
etc., and chose three pairs of features for controlling voice quality,
that is v0: “smooth – nonsmooth,” v1: “warm – cold,” v2: “high-
pitched – low-pitched.” In the following, we use them as a voice
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re 1: A block diagram of a multiple regression HSMM-based
ch synthesis system.

ity control vector v = [v0, v1, v2]
�.

Setting of Voice Quality Control Vector in MRHSMM
ining

. v0: “smooth – nonsmooth ” and v1: “warm – cold”

et the components of the voice quality control vector v0:
ooth – nonsmooth” and v1: “warm – cold” in the training of
HSMM, we used the results of the subjective evaluation tests
he degree or intensity of subjective impression of voice qual-
The test samples were the same recorded speech as used in
. 3.1. Ten test sentences were chosen for each subject at ran-
. The subjects were presented with a sample, and asked to
uate the degree of impression of the voice quality on a seven-
t scale, that is, 3 for very smooth/warm, −3 for very nons-
th/cold.
Figure 2 shows the result of the average score for every
ker. We can see that most scores are distributed between −1
1, but there is a certain degree of variation of vocal quality
e database. In the training of MRHSMM, we set the average
e as the voice quality control vector for each speaker, and did
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Figure 2: Subjective impression of voice quality for recorded
speech.

not consider variation within a speaker.

3.2.2. v2: “low – high”

Since the value of F0 affects the impression of “low-pitched –
high-pitched,” we calculated the average value of F0 of training
data for each speaker. We confirmed that the speakers whose voice
quality was often described as being high-pitched in the question-
naires in Sect. 3.1 had high values of average F0 and the speakers
whose voice quality were described as being low-pitched had low
values of average F0. Then we used the F0 value as the value of
v2: “low – high.” Specifically, the value of v2 in the training of
MRHSMM was set to the normalized value for each training sen-
tence given by

v
(s,n)
2 =

2F (s,n) − (Fmax + Fmin)

Fmax − Fmin
(8)

where v
(s,n)
2 is the value for the n-th training data of speaker s,

F (s,n) is a average value of logarithm of F0 (logF0) of the n-
th training data, and Fmax and Fmin are the highest and lowest
values of the average values of whole training data of each speaker,
respectively.

Figure 3 shows the distributions of v0, v1, and v2. Note that,
in actual MRHSMM training, v2 was changed in accordance with
the value given by (8) for each training sentence. However, for
simplicity, we show the average value of whole training data of
each speaker in this figure.

3.3. Experimental Conditions

We used 5-state left-to-right MRHSMMs and trained the model
using 450 sentences for each speaker. Speech signals were sam-
pled at a rate of 16kHz and windowed by a 25ms Blackman win-
dow with a 5ms shift. Then mel-cepstral coefficients were ob-
tained by mel-cepstral analysis. The feature vector consisted of
25 mel-cepstral coefficients including the zeroth coefficient, logF0
and their delta and delta-delta coefficients.

3.4. Voice Quality Control with Changing Single Control Pa-
rameter

We synthesized speech by changing the values of components of
the voice quality control vector separately. We used five kinds
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Figure 3: Distributions of v0, v1, and v2.

alue in each component, specifically, −1, −0.5, 0, 0.5, and
he subjects were presented with a sample chosen from these
cases in random order, and asked to evaluate the degree of
ression of voice quality on a seven-point scale, that is, 3 for
smooth/warm/high, −3 for very nonsmooth/cold/low. Ten
sentences were chosen at random for each subject from 53 test
ences that were not contained in the training data. The subjects
the same for evaluation described in Sect. 3.2.1.
Figure 4 shows the results of the average score. We can see
we can control the degree of impression of the voice quality by
ging the value of corresponding voice quality control vector.

Voice Quality Control with Changing Multiple Control
ameters

next synthesized speech by changing the values of the control
or as shown in Fig. 5. Note that the value of v2: “low – high”
fixed to zero in this experiment. The evaluation method was
st the same as Sect. 3.2.1 except that each test sample was
hesized speech.
Figure 6 shows the result of the average score. From this fig-
we can see that generally the relative distribution of the score
ach generated speech sample is maintained and thus we can
ge these features of voice quality to some extent. We can
see that the degree of impression of “cold – warm” becomes
er as the test samples are close to nonsmooth. This is due to
act that the components of voice quality vector v0 and v1 cor-
ed each other. In fact, Pearson’s product-moment correlation
ficient between them is 0.55. This means that the v0-axis is
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Figure 4: Subjective evaluation score for variations of single con-
trol parameter.

not orthogonal to the v1-axis, and we cannot quite control these
features of voice quality independently.

4. Conclusions
We have described a technique for controlling voice quality of
synthetic speech using multiple regression hidden semi-Markov
model (HSMM). We first chose three features for controlling
voice qualities experimentally, that is “smooth voice – nonsmooth
voice,” “cold – warm,” and “low-pitched – high-pitched,” and then
we attempted to control voice qualities of synthetic speech for
these features. From the results of several subjective evaluation
tests, we have shown that the proposed technique can control voice
quality intuitively. The proposed technique is not limited to the
Japanese language and can be applied to other languages. Future
work will focus on detailed subjective evaluation and investigation
of other features of voice quality by using more diverse speakers.
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